
Must I have a project idea to be eligible to register for the Workshop?  
As the Workshop is designed to support applicants by applying relevant concepts and toolkits in their

proposals, all participants are encouraged to come prepared with an overview of the issues/ideas that are

backed by evidence (survey findings, user research insights, anecdotal feedback, etc.).

REGISTRATION
Can I register as an individual? 
The Workshop is only open to organisations. You can register as a representative of your organisation. 

My co-workers and I are interested to register for the Workshop. Do we put in two registrations?
Only one registration form is required per organisation/collaboration.

Do I have to look for other organisation(s) / collaborator(s) to register for the Workshop? 
No. However, organisations are strongly encouraged to register with at least one other organisation to

bring together diverse background and expertise and bring about cross-learning and collaboration.

Can the same organisation submit more than one registration form if the organisation has more than
one team working on different ideas? 
Yes, the same organisation may submit more than one registration form if interested participants are

working on distinct project ideas.

How many representatives from each organisation can attend the Workshop? 
The Workshop is limited to two (2) representatives per organisation due to limited seats available. 

Can I register if I am uncertain about whether I will be putting up a proposal to ELI Grant? 
This Workshop is intended to support potential grant applicants for Grant Call 4. Keep a lookout for

next grant calls if you are not ready for GC 4 submission.
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In the event of an overwhelming response, priority will be given to participants who (1) have an idea

targeted to address the identified issues aligned to Grant Call 4 theme and problem statement, (2) are

registering with collaborators, and/or (3) have not attended ELI Grant Call Workshops before.



What will I as a participant learn from the Workshop?
Through this fast-paced, facilitated, and hands-on Workshop, you will learn to develop strong grant

applications by applying Design Thinking/Theory of Change concepts and other toolkits such as Service

Blueprint and Business Model Canvas to ensure that your solution is innovative, feasible, and sustainable.

What else can I look forward to from the Workshop? 
You will have the opportunity to meet and co-develop solutions with other like-minded organisations, and

learn from one another. Additionally, participants who have completed the Workshop will also be invited

to book 1-on-1 consultations with ELI Grant assessment team.

If my collaborator did not register for the programme, will we still be eligible to submit an
application to the ELI Grant? 
Yes. Registration for the programme is not a prerequisite to apply for ELI Grant. However, we strongly

encourage you and your potential collaborator(s) to participate and complete the Workshop which would

go a long way to ensuring that you deliver a strong proposal.

How will the Workshop be conducted? 
The Workshop will be held virtually via Zoom.

PARTICIPATION
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Articulate collective impact using the Theory of Change model

Identify shared pain points, unmet needs, and emerging opportunities for collaborative innovation

Strengthen the value proposition of your ideas - How do your ideas differ from other solutions in the

market?

Map out a user journey and service blueprint for your solution

Develop a feasible and sustainable operating model

More specifically, you will learn to:



What can I expect from the 1-on-1 consultation session? 
The 45-minute consultation is intended as a high-touch, last mile support for applicants to seek

clarifications and feedback from the ELI Grant assessment team on your draft proposal before submission. 

When will registration open?
Participants will be invited to book 1-on-1 consultations after the ELI GC 4 Workshop. Do book earlier to

allow more time to work on your grant proposal. You might even get to book a second round of

consultation if there are available slots!

When is the consultation period?
The consultation period is from 12 - 28 Oct 2022. Your consultation session booking will be confirmed

only after we have received your draft proposal. 

I attended past ELI GC Workshop. Must I join GC 4 Workshop to qualify for a consultation?
The 1-on-1 consultations will also be extended to past GC workshop participants. 

1-ON-1 CONSULTATIONS

Are there any fees payable to attend the Workshop?
No.

Have more questions? Contact us at eli-grant@sgenable.sg
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FEES


